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our story so far
As we write this, those of us in India, are grappling with a deadly second
wave of the Coronavirus pandemic. When we released the annual report
last year, little did we know that the condition of the world then, would
only become more severe a year into the future.
Human interaction is now shunned, spaces to meet, gather and interact
in are officially banned and for those of us in the performing arts world,
the live performance experience has come to a screeching halt.
What does this mean for us?
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Pickle Factory is about the live performance experience and the spaces
that host them. Our very reason for being is a response to the lack of
infrastructure and support systems for live performance and performing
artists in India. We see ourselves as a hub for dance and movement
practice, discourse and presentation – a space to think, meet, know,
talk, imagine dance. The idea came out of a felt need - a need for a home
for dance and movement practice in a country that boasts innumerable
movement expressions.

Since we launched with our first Season in February-March 2018, we
have housed our programmes in spaces repurposed for the arts in
Calcutta, always asking both artists and audiences to imagine with us
what and where a performance space could be. Burnt-out cinemas,
television studios, rooftop spaces, public streets and gardens and
blackboxes . . . we have transformed each of these into magical
performance spaces along with artists we have presented from India and
across the world. In inhabiting these temporary venues, we have infused
them with new energies, bringing together atmospheric and inspiring
spaces, imaginative arts and artists, diverse audiences and communities,
and exciting conversations and ideas.
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Currently nomadic, our big dream is a permanent venue in a repurposed
space in the architecturally textured fabric of our home city of Calcutta
– a home for and of the dance-curious that redefines our experiences of
both physical movement and physical space, brings together, expands
and nurtures diverse communities of artists and audiences, and reflects
the plural and cosmopolitan spirit of Calcutta. Through something like
this, we also etch new paths, experiences and socio-cultural capital into
the fabric and landscape of the city. The Pickle Factory venue would be
an anchor around which a community, area and city comes to life - part
of an international network of vital and vibrant arts spaces.

But all around us – in India and across the world – these spaces that
bring people together to explore and experience, were now being avoided
and closed down as spaces of high risk and danger. So what we were
confronted with when the lockdowns began, left us in a bit of a dilemma:
while there was a burst of online activity from artists all over the country
and world - trying to make sense of the new normal through their art we couldn’t quite see ourselves doing that. What would we put online and
why? How would we be adding anything of significance to the dance and
movement community, while there was so much to choose from already?
How would our ethos - about creating a permanent venue in the city of
Calcutta to imagine our many possible futures, and to foster a community
of artists, audiences and interlinked support networks be foregrounded
in the ether?

And then something happened . . .

While we were pondering over these questions, we were approached by
two partner organisations we trust implicitly - ArtsForward and OffBeat
CCU - with two separate project ideas. Both offered us opportunities to
connect to artists and audiences, find a new way of being, and continue
to do what we do best - create collective and powerful movement
experiences in a manner that is fun and accessible to a range of people.
This opened the floodgates to a variety of work locally and internationally,
online and offline - curating, presenting, researching, consulting,
strategising - to take forward both our work and the field in India.

And now the details
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snapshot 2020-21

projects
live performances

artist talks and
interactions
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local, national and
international partners

physical venues
in Calcutta

community building
engagements
countries represented

international platforms
where Pickle Factory has
been represented
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individuals - artists,
speakers, curators,
facilitators

‘Now we will count to twelve
and we will all keep still
for once on the face of the earth,
let’s not speak in any language;
let’s stop for a second,
and not move our arms so much.
It would be an exotic moment
without rush, without engines;
we would all be together
in a sudden strangeness’
keeping quiet by pablo neruda

Screengrab from Jin Wong’s video response to Pablo Neruda’s ‘Keeping Quiet’
A Sudden Strangeness by Artsforward in collaboration with Pickle Factory, April 2020

A Sudden Strangeness
with ArtsForward
4 & 5 April 2020
8am to 7pm daily
Marking the hours of a lockdown weekend
with a short dance video every hour
Paramita Saha of ArtsForward had begun marking every weekend of the
lockdown with curated online arts activity and posts. She invited us to
partner on the second weekend – A Sudden Strangeness. This was an open
call for short dance video interpretations in response to Pablo Neruda’s
Keeping Quiet.
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This was early days of the lockdown – people were looking for
opportunities to be engaged, to participate. Responses poured in from
India, Wales, Australia, France, Indonesia, Korea, USA. On that weekend
we marked the hours of the lockdown with one video every hour – a
curated feed of 24 videos on Facebook and Instagram that reached over
6K people in two days! These videos continue to live on Pickle Factory
and ArtsForward social media channels.

poster:

A Sudden Strangeness by
Artsforward in collaboration with
Pickle Factory, April 2020

Montage of video responses by artists to Pablo Neruda’s ‘Keeping Quiet’
A Sudden Strangeness by Artsforward in collaboration with Pickle Factory, April 2020

“Around seven years ago I began the
practice of dancing and documenting
a ‘First Dance of The Day’. When
I had access to the studio, before
anything else I would dance. The
mantra was - ‘don’t think, plan or
even warm up, just have a 3 minute
First Dance of The Day, then carry
on with what’s next’. I always tried
to focus on it being the dance of that
moment, whatever comes, whatever
rises. I was often on my own, but
when there were others around, I
invited them to join me.”
christine devaney,
contemporary dancer from edinburgh

Screengrab from Christine Devaney’s session
Body Languages by Pickle Factory in collaboration with
TopCat CCU, Apri - June 2020

Body Languages
with Topcat CCU
April through June 2020
6pm every Wednesday
Weekly artists’ sharings through dance and discussion
Topcat CCU – a music venue that was closed, asked us to imagine
something around dance and movement based for their new livecast
series. The weekly series Body Languages featured artists from Calcutta
and beyond, sharing their work with us through movement and
discussion.
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Designed to be accessible and informal to invite people to participate and
engage,the ten sessions saw classical and contemporary dancers, circus
artists, puppeteers, dance therapy practitioners and more from Calcutta,
Imphal, Delhi, Mumbai, Sydney, Brisbane, and Edinburgh. The sessions
were livestreamed on Facebook and YouTube, reaching more than 4500
people across platforms. Each artist shared what drove their creative
passion, gave us glimpses of their rehearsal processes and production

work, led us through some movement exercises, then answered
questions from the online audience in a free-flowing conversation. The
lively interaction between audience members and artists afforded a
different online experience, one where both parties felt ‘more (a)live’ and
creatively inspired… a challenge given that the world was now forced into
a virtual space.
YouTube link of the sessions:
bit.ly/All_Sessions_BodyLanguages

Montage of sessions led by invited artists
Body Languages by Pickle Factory in collaboration
with TopCat CCU, April - June 2020
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“Flowing
At times flowing, at times just
movements, at times effort; striving
for the meditative.
Keeping a practice going in these
different times has been a challenge
to figure out.
My background consists of Yoga and
dance and my body is a repository
of many different vocabularies;
both structured and unstructured.
My research work stems from all
these: Performance as a mindful and
contemplative practice akin to Yoga,
focusing on breath or Prana”
priyadarshini ghosh shome,
mohiniattam dancer

poster:

Dance, Interrupted: Creativity, Constraints, Covid, May 2020

Screengrab of Poorna Swami, Ranjana Dave & Debaroti Chakraborty,
Dance, Interrupted: Creativity, Constraints, Covid, May 2020

Dance, Interrupted:
Creativity,
Constraints, Covid
with Alliance Française du Bengal
8 May 2020
7pm, IST
A conversation marking World Dance Day 2020
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In May, when we were even deeper in the throes
of the pandemic, Alliance Française du Bengal
approached us to imagine an online conversation
between dance practitioners, writers and
academics, to discuss how this global standstill
affected us as performers and audiences and
what we could learn from it. Dance, Interrupted:
Creativity, Constraints, Covid saw Ranjana Dave
(artist & writer; New Delhi), Poorna Swami
(independant choreographer, dancer & writer;
Bangalore) and Debaroti Chakraborty (Assistant
Professor in the Department of Performing
Arts, Presidency University, Calcutta) discuss
what happens when the fundamentals of live
performance are thrown asunder. Around 1k
viewers joined us for the online livecast both
on the Alliance Française du Bengal and Pickle
Factory Facebook pages.

“I think we haven’t taken the
time as artists to figure out what
we are doing in this time [where]
everyone [is] beginning to perform
in their living rooms. There [is]
no real thinking about ‘okay,
what does my form do when we’re
not in this situation?’ I think
our eagerness, or thoughtlessness
of jumping onto this ‘let-me-dosomething’ [in the digital space]
comes from a very capitalist space
that we all operate in. And it
also comes from living in a world
(before this lockdown) of always
feeling that we are somehow
irrelevant as artists… But dance
or the Arts could be more relevant
if it wasn’t so reactive”
poorna swami

“I think the real challenge in
pandemic dance creativity and
producing work is in working
solo. Without other bodies to
interact with and respond to.
With no light, no audience.”
audience comment,
kathakali jana

poster: Umang

by Kolkata Centre for Creativity , September 2020

Connect @ KCC
with Kolkata Centre for Creativity
4 September 2020
4pm, IST
A platform for emerging dance artists from the city
A few months down the line, things were looking up in the city. Spaces
- though restricted - were opening up and people began to venture out
a little more. Kolkata Centre for Creativity returned to programmes
in their spaces. We continued our previous year’s collaboration
with Kolkata Centre for Creativity, presenting young kathak dancer
Samila Bhattacharya as part of this emerging dancers’ platform. This
performance was incorporated into KCC’s annual 2-day conference
themed ‘Women in Performance’.
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The event presented its own challenges in terms of production as well
as broadcasting to the public as we had to go ahead with the option of
‘deferred live’. It was shot with a skeleton crew, in an empty gallery as
the dancer danced her way, breaking the shackles of being homebound.
The excitement of being able to perform again was visible.

Dance Appreciation
Workshop
11 to 13 September 2020
7pm to 8:30 pm
Learning to watch and critically respond to dance together
Creating communities is integral to Pickle Factory – a
community of dance and movement artists in Calcutta
and around the world and of dance-curious audiences.
This community of people connected by passion or just
simple curiosity about movement and dance work is
what we aim at nurturing and being home to.
On the weekend of 11 to 13 September, 2020, we
organised a Dance Appreciation Workshop, an interactive
online workshop where 11 participants were invited to
watch, experience and respond to dance in a critical
manner. Led by Kathakali Jana, dance critic, writing for
various platforms including The Telegraph, participants
engaged with each other and gained new perspectives
on the dance world.
Our constant endeavour has been about creating
enough doors for the dance-curious to walk through
and hopefully discover something. Given the constraints,
we thought hard about continuing to provide engaging
and participatory opportunities to online audiences. The
Dance Appreciation Workshop enabled us to give access to
more vocabulary and discussion while watching dance.
Through this weekend, we attempted to make dance
and movement practice more accessible and readable
to a general public.

left:

Participants at Dance Appreciation Workshop September 2020
from the workshop

right: Notes

Mushtari Afroze, a participant from
Canada, reviewed her experience when

“the discussions and
insights will help [me] during
the creation process of [my] own
choreographic work as well as in
[my] MFA program”.

she said that:

another participant, madeleine, said

“with
an increased ability to observe
nuances in a dance performance
and more confidence articulating
my personal experience”.

that she left the workshop

poster:

Contagion: Performance, Space, Community by Sharanya Chattopadhyay, September - October 2020

Contagion: Performance, Space,
Community
Co-presented with Goethe-Insititut / Max Mueller Bhavan Kolkata
& OffBeat CCU
Every weekend, from 25 September to 17 October, 2020
7pm to 8:30pm daily
8 curated conversations addressing gathering as a basic human need through
the lens of performance and performance spaces
While these were going on, something else was brewing inside the Pickle
Factory cauldron.
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During Widening Circles: Pickle Factory Season 2 in November 2019,
we had initiated a series of conversations and site visits in Calcutta
focussing on repurposing spaces for performance. This was towards our
big dream of setting up a permanent venue for dance and movement
practice, a place where people come to share, experience and exchange
ideas, challenge and be challenged back. From April 2020 onwards, we
had planned a series of further conversations that would culminate in a
symposium in September-October. With the pandemic, that, of course,
was now impossible.

We asked ourselves - what was everyone missing? The ability to gather –
anywhere, with anyone, for anything. And to gather is a human need – not
just a performative one. And we had a direct connection to that .
GATHERING
SPACES FOR GATHERING
SPACES FOR GATHERING FOR PERFORMANCE
SPACES FOR THE ARTS AND COMMUNITIES TO CONNECT
And so, CONTAGION: Performance, Space, Community was born - a series
of 8 curated conversations and presentations addressing the live
performance experience as an art and part of the human act of assembly.
Curated by Vikram Iyengar, Sharvari Sastry and Christophe Knoch, the
series was co-presented by the Pickle Factory Dance Foundation and
Goethe-Insititut / Max Mueller Bhavan Kolkata.
In losing the ability to gather, we had realised how vital it is for us to
assemble together, and to have public spaces that encourage and
welcome this most human of desires. The performing arts sector
across the world was among the worst hit. This is where CONTAGION:
Performance, Space, Community stepped in, with a conviction that the
live performance experience is vital for the health of a society and that
performance spaces and experiences should be re-imagined as a
celebration of that vitality. Over four weekends themed Gather, Question,
Catalyse, and Imagine, the series investigated:
• gathering spaces as a societal need
• the uniqueness of the live performance experience
• possible ways forward for artists, audiences and venues to build 		
and celebrate strong and empathetic communities.
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Montage of panelists for Contagion: Performance, Space, Community, Sept - Oct 2020

For us it was imperative that we get out of our silos of performance
and art worlds, and talk to other sectors. Our list of 27 presenters
therefore had people from the arts – of course – but also academia,
sport, economics and business, public health, education, social activism,
the non-profit sector, and digital technologies. We were also especially
keen that we feature voices that are not often heard on such platforms
avoiding the usual suspects both from India and the global north.

sessions

speakers

speakers
from india

speaker each, from usa, uk,
respondents

project partners

Goethe-Institut / Max
Mueller Bhavan, Kolkata
Offbeat CCU
associate partners
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Goethe Institut Bangladesh
Australian Consulate
General, Kolkata
Wales Arts International, UK

wales, germany, australia,

poland, chile, burkina faso

outreach partners

“What makes us feel that in the new normal
we will again try to get live spectators back. The
hope is habit, the contagion of sport, the need
to go watch Mesi in Barcelona even though its
available on your television, the habit of going
every weekend for a game and then meeting at
the pub, the culture, the songs . . . these habits,
you know, the community, tribalism in sport,
the irrational way I will bond with somebody I
hardly know just because he supports the team I
do. These bonds is what we hope will help sport
come back to its normal spectator level.”
malvika bannerjee
session

1: come together right now!

“Thought evolves when people mingle.
Art brings people together. It gathers people”
sanjoy ganguly, artistic director,

jana sanskriti centre, theatre of the oppressed

Screengrabs of Daminee Basu, Session 3: Plague, Pandemics, Performance,
Contagion: Performance, Space, Community, September - October 2020

“Live Performance is an endangered species in
an endangered land. We must imagine, create,
fathom, concoct, manufacture, devise any
possible way to keep live performance alive. It is
a world-wide project and responsibility.
firenza guidi
session

2: going live

“Will you the audience be as ready to come to
these new spaces, to found spaces that we as
dancers are so ready to engage with?”
anita ratnam,

dancer, choreographer, arts entrepreneur

Screengrabs of Daminee Basu, Session 3: Plague, Pandemics, Performance,
Contagion: Performance, Space, Community, September - October 2020

“The magic of the physical space is the magic
of the collective energy of all of us invested and
enjoying a shared experience.”
nirupa ummapathy,

arts entrepreneur, investor and writer

Each CONTAGION session was designed and made to feel like a live
‘performance’ event - where the audience experienced a tightly knit arc
of experience ranging from pre-performance to post-performance: as
though the Zoom screen were a venue and audiences experienced a
different texture of content and structure during each visit.
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We were clear that the engagement for this series had to be as much
within the sessions as around them. So along with an interactive project
launch a month before the actual series began, we had a build up to
the launch with a series of teasers and online participation. We had
regular posts about the project, and we had a parallel series - Community
Conversations – where people from across the world sent in short video
responses to the key questions the CONTAGION series addressed.

Session 1
What does it mean to participate in and
create a collective presence?
What are those special ephemeral
experiences that occur only when
people come together as doers and
watchers in the same time and space?

Session 2
How does performance connect the
social, the political, and the human?
Why do we need it?

Session 3
How has our collective consciousness
been framed by the plagues past?
Can thinking with performance reframe
the way we conceive of collectivities and
contagion?

Session 4
How have arts practices shaped, supported
or subverted social consciousness and
community structures?
What new customs do we need to imagine
to come together again?
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To watch the session recaps, visit
bit.ly/Contagion_Recap

Session 5
Can we reframe the notion of infection
as incidents of creative transmission?
Can the pathologies they groom, host
and send out into the world inspire us to
imagine different ways of being?

Session 6
How have performance spaces and
activity become nodes for cultural,
economic, and sociopolitical
conversation and action?

Session 7
What can and should our venues be to
serve the artists, audiences and formats of
tomorrow without invalidating, forgetting
and replacing those of yesterday?

Session 8
How can artistic and social concerns
intersect, innovate and inspire to create
a thriving and socially engaged arts and
community centre? How do we build these
reciprocal relationships to form a sound
foundation for the Pickle Factory venue?
Why do we need it?
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To watch the session recaps, visit
bit.ly/Contagion_Recap

Dancing Before
and After Covid
DanseFestival Barents, Norway
6 November 2020
3pm (Norway) / 7.30pm (India)
International panel discussion featuring
Pickle Factory’s work during the pandemic

poster:

DanseFestival Barents, 6 November 2020

Our work online was getting noticed locally and internationally. As part
of their 2020 hybrid festival, DanseFestival Barents invited Vikram
Iyengar, Director of Pickle Factory, to join an online panel discussion and
speak about our changed approaches and projects during the pandemic.
Vikram joined speakers from Wales, Israel and Norway on this panel that
was streamed live on Facebook.
It was a rich and varied discussion presenting diverse modes through
which artists and arts organisations had tried to capture the spirit and
human connection of the live performing arts through the months of
lockdown. With the international panel, what also came through was
the very different ways in which artists and the arts function in different
contexts, including how they are perceived and supported by society and
infrastructure. Our very self-reliant ways of working in India came as a
big surprise to others who are used to public and private support for the
arts, arts education and arts infrastructure - even during the pandemic.
This has led to several other ongoing conversations between Pickle
Factory and artists and organisations in Wales and Norway.
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Screengrab from Vikram Iyengar speaking at
Dancing Before and After Covid, 6 November 2020

passing through in partnership with artsforward, photograph by: sangram mukhopadhyay, december,

2020

Passing Through
in partnership with ArtsForward
19 December 2020
4:30 pm
A pop-up dance intervention in a city street
As we trudged along towards the end of the year and things around
us were opening up slightly, our partner and collaborator, Paramita
Saha wanted to explore this tentative return to public space. She invited
Pickle Factory to collaborate on a dance intervention titled Passing
Through - where 12 classical dancers from various disciplines came
together and danced through a bylane of the city… posing an interruption
in the daily lives of onlookers and passersby. An intervention trying to
ascertain whether their presence as artists mattered at all. It was both a
celebration of liveness, and a poignant reminder of live encounters lost.
The air buzzed with curiosity, and surprised delight, and also thoughtprovoking visual collision of dancer and the street. It was a fleeting
moment where performer and impromptu audience exchanged that
ephemeral moment of connection that had slumberd this long year.
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The past months of closure and stillness forced us as performing
artists to pause and reflect. Reflect on whether our worlds will be whole
again, whether we will meet our other half: the audience, soon. These
unresolved questions continued to simmer and we signified these
through one small element on the dancers’ bodies being askew: a hair
accessory gone loose, jewellery missing, smudged makeup.

Passing Through in partnership with ArtsForward, Photographs by: Kritika Dey, December 2020

Passing Through in partnership with ArtsForward, Photograph by: Sangram Mukhopadhyay, December 2020

Ankita Duttagupta in I Am, Connect@KCC, Kolkata Centre for Creativity, Photographs by: Kritika Dey, January 2021

Connect @ KCC
with Kolkata Centre for Creativity
9 January 2021
6pm to 7:30 pm
A platform for emerging dance artists from the city
January 2021 seemed positive (little did we know), and we were
delighted to present the second dancer - Ankita Duttagupta - under the
emerging artist platform with KCC, this time before a live audience.
Ankita enthralled the audience in the newly reopened space through her
performance I Am.
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she says,

“There is always a validation we look for, an identity that would describe
me as a person, a briefing that would explain me and my quality as a person. Could
we not just live and let it be that way? Did you do anything just for yourself lately?
An evening of past and present explorations in movement presented as a journey!”

Screenshot from People, Performance, Presence and Perspectives, February 2021

“What does it mean for us to be seen?
What does it mean for us to be present?

People, Performance,
Presence and
Perspectives

When we are present to another and direct
our attention outside of ourselves, do we
construct a co-presence with them?”
mandeep raikhy

20 February, 2021 (online premiere)
6:30 pm
A film in response to the themes and
conversations during the CONTAGION series
We continued the conversation we began during
CONTAGION, by partnering with Goethe-Institut / Max
Mueller Bhavan Kolkata again and explored dance and
movement through yet another platform of expression this time, a short film titled People, Performance, Presence
and Perspectives.
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Conceiving the event Contagion in a digital platform was
an unforeseen challenge. An idea that breathed space, of
building physical communities of dancers and performers
had to restrict itself to the digital space, conforming to the
need of the hour.

Screenshots from People, Performance, Presence and Perspectives, February, 2021

But we didn’t want to stop there.
People, Performance, Presence and Perspectives was
born out of the need to find a space beyond the
space of performance as well as the digital realm. A
conglomeration of ideas and events that can serve as
the stepping stone to guide us well into the future as we
keep the dream of having an actual venue alive.
Watch the film at:
bit.ly/PeoplePerformancePresencePerspectives

Screenshots from People, Performance, Presence and Perspectives, February, 2021
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Invitation to apply for Hidden in Tradition by Pickle Factory & Ghare
Baire, Currency Building, Kolkata, DAG, February, 2021

Spaces for Critical Practice
with Ghare Baire, Currency Building, Kolkata, DAG
27 February 2021
12 noon and 4pm
A platform for artists to share questions and concerns
about their practice through performance
Pickle Factory has always attempted to create spaces to critically
examine dance practice and further discourse. And Ghare Baire invited
us to partner with them in the new year to create just such a space in the
city. Ghare Baire is an exhibit curated by DAG and housed in a beautiful
and historic and colonial Currency Building, in the heart of Dalhousie
Square. The partnership was built on a like-minded drive for art, dialogue
and repurposed spaces which is at the core of all things Pickle Factory.
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We invited applications to investigate traditional dance forms and what
patterns or cliches were hidden, obscured or ignored by them. Two
young Manipuri dancers were selected who, through their piece titled
‘Performing (in) Potloi’ interrogated questions on the dancing female
body in the Manipuri tradition and what role colonial history had in the
evolution of the elaborate Potloi costume.

poster:

Performing (in) Potloi, Ghare Baire, Currency Building, Kolkata, DAG, February, 2021

Through performance interwoven with context on form and evolution of
the costume Kankana Singh and Tanisha Bhadury analysed the Potloi
– which hid between its folds a history of suppression of the female
body. The gallery space, chosen by the artists, had incredible paintings
depicting Krishna and Durga, and served as the perfect juxtaposition
of art forms as the Manipuri dancers brought to life the same iconic
characters through their choreographic stories.
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Following the two performances we had an open discussion moderated
by Nandita Palchoudhuri (International Consultant-Curator of Indian folk
art, craft & performances) and Sumona Chakravarty (Deputy Director,
DAG Museums & Artist), respectively. This gave time and space for the
audience to react to the presentation and delve deeper into historical and
geographical background, context, and gain practical and humourous
insight into what it’s like to perform in a potloi.
The performance was attended by 24 attendees, in strict COVID
controlled restrictions at the DAG Museum.

Performing (in) Potloi, Ghare Baire, Currency Building, Kolkata, DAG, February 2021, Photographs by Kritika Dey
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A Dance Of My Own
24 - 31 March 2021
A series of cross-genrational conversations
between women dancers of Calcutta
We’ve always wanted to acquaint ourselves with and understand the
movement makers and dancers of our own city better: Who are they?
How do they shape dance, how are they shaped by dance? Do their stories
intersect with those of the city? And thus we rounded this year off with
A Dance of My Own - a series of short insightful conversations to mark
Women’s History Month. 16 women dancers in 8 cross-generational pairs
talked about their experiences on and off the stage, their abiding questions
around dance and life, and untold stories close to their heart.

“I use a lot of ritualistic practices
in my (Manipuri) dances… from
harvest traditions to others. And I
have been questioned on it and told
that I should not. But there is no
ritual that is so severely sacrosanct
that you cannot choreograph it
keeping the essence in place . . . .”
Polly Guha in conversation with Jhuma Basak

bimbavati devi in conversation with
vandana alase hazra

Kaberi Sen in conversation with Debarima Chakraborty

“We need to make people aware that
pursuing dance as a profession is
not just a hobby or something that’s
done on the side… but is our bread
and butter in many cases.
This is a big challenge that
I still face”
kaberi sen in conversation with
debarima chakraborty

Sohini Debnath in conversation with Priti Patel

Screengrab from People, Performance, Presence and Perspectives, February, 2021

Audience engagement
With the pandemic raging across the world and all physical performance
venues shutting down as a result, Pickle Factory’s online spaces were
abuzz with activity. The new normal demanded that our online spaces
were now a stand-in for offline venues.
A surge in online events meant that our Facebook audience grew by
43% to 1,637 from 1,131 last year. Similarly, our audience on Instagram
grew by 64% to 824. This also resulted in our online engagement
doubling itself to 33,314 interactions with our content in the form of likes,
comments or shares. As before, our social media pages continue to be
dominated by a younger demographic ranging from the ages of 18 to 34,
with 37% within the ages 25-34 and 26% between the ages 35 - 44.
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Our online audiences came from about 35 countries including the UK,
Australia, USA, Canada, Bangladesh, Germany, Singapore, France, Spain,
Austria, Pakistan, UAE, Indonesia, Netherlands, Norway, South Africa,
Hong Kong, Argentina, Brazil, Colombia, Cyprus, Italy, Sri Lanka, Nepal,
Poland, Thailand, Taiwan, Belgium, Switzerland, Chile, Mexico, Nigeria
and others.

Screengrab from People, Performance, Presence and Perspectives, February, 2021

Into the Future
Looking into the future we are fortunate to have partners who hope and
dream with us in spite of all the uncertainty around. While we plan we
understand that this year we need an agility to adapt like never before.
The strategy for the coming year is to have crystal clarity as to the aims of
each project, and how far a project can be adapted for the most current
wave of pandemic protocols, and when it may be better to put a project
on pause instead of losing the core aim behind it. We have in the works a
good mix of online and offline projects around our key focus areas of
• Repurposing Spaces
• Community Development
• Sustainability
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Continuing Partnerships
and Programmes
Spaces for Critical Practice
partner:

Ghare Baire / Currency Building, Calcutta
our role: Curators and Presenters
In February 2021 we presented ‘Performing in Po(t)loi’ by dancers
Kankana Singh and Tanisha Bhadury in the beautiful galleries of
the Ghare Baire museum. This was planned as the first of a series
foregrounding movement practitioners as originators of critical thinking
and practice as well. Suspended due to the second lockdown, we look
forward to resuming this series, and presenting many exciting new ideas
from young and emerging local artists soon.
Curate for the Curious
partner:

Kolkata Centre for Creativity
our role: Curators and Presenters
A new collaboration with a long-time partner, this series offers various
engagements by one artist, each designed to allow different audiences
and demographics access to the artist’s work and process. Two such
programmes are planned for the KCC venue, but exact dates are to
be confirmed given the suspension of on-site programming due to the
pandemic.
Dance Appreciation Workshop
facilitator:

Kathakali Jana
our role: Presenters
Following the success of the Dance Appreciation workshop in the past
year, we continue with version 2.0, which will see different iterations
through the year. The online workshop gives a space to watch, discuss,
and find visual and verbal vocabulary to dialogue with dance and
movement work.
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New Partnerships and
Programmes

Dance and Theatre Resources, India
partner:

Performing Arts Hub, Norway
our role: Research and Collation
Performing Arts Hub Norway approached Pickle Factory to create a
one-stop information resource for International (Norweigian) artists and
performing arts organisations looking to work with India. We are aiming
to develop it into a resource that is useful to both Indian and international
artists and arts organisations.
Digital Showcase at the Edinburgh Fringe
partner:

Edinburgh Fringe, Scotland
our role: India Consultants
Partner consultants : Peers from South Africa | Brazil | Mexico
This is a research and development project where companies and
individuals from India, South Africa, Brazil and Mexico discuss, debate
and ideate what a Digital Showcase of work from the Global South can
look like at the Edinburgh Fringe which aims to be more open access
through the digital medium. We are truly excited to be collaborating with
the Fringe, and with such international partners.
Dance Films for Jomba! 2021
partner:

JOMBA! Contemporary Dance Experience, Durban, South Africa
our role: Curation
JOMBA! has invited Pickle Factory to curate an Indian dance-film series
for their 2021 digital festival. The festival will feature this showcase as
well as a panel discussion around it. Both JOMBA and Pickle Factory are
looking at this as the beginning of a long partnership, and we hope to
host a similar showcase of South African work soon.
poster:
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Jomba! 2021

poster:

CROIPAN

CRO|PAN
partners:

Marc Rees | Eisteddfod Festival, Wales
our role: Artistic Collaborators
A project under Connections through Culture funded by
British Council, Wales
CRO|PAN is a conversation between artists in two temporary structures
to reflect/comment upon our hybrid times and imagined futures:
CROMEN (Wales) and PANDAL (India)
Phase 1: The Cromen structure will be located at the Eisteddfod festival
site hosted by Rees, where selected Welsh artists will respond to an
immersive digital journey to the Pandals of Durga Puja - a socio-cultural
religious community-led festival in Kolkata.
Phase 2: Subsequently CRO|PAN will be created as a temporary venue
in a public space in Calcutta hosting both Welsh and Indian artists and
exchanges. .
In C
partners:

Sasha Waltz & Guests, Berlin, Germany | Goethe-Institut Max
Mueller Bhavan, Kolkata
our role: Facilitators and Producers
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In C is a piece choreographed by Sasha Waltz for 10 dancers to the
music of American composer Terry Riley. Sasha Waltz and Guests have
approached Pickle Factory to facilitate the creation of a local version of
this piece in India, towards the 30th anniversary of Sasha Waltz & Guests
in 2023.

poster:

Home for Dance
partners:

Goethe Institut Max Mueller Bhavan Kolkata
our role: Curators and Facilitators
Home for Dance is a residency that brings together pairs of dancers/
movers and visual artists/architects working with mentors from India and
Germany. Each pair will be asked to pick an architecturally interesting
Kolkata building and imagine how that space could be repurposed as a
dance venue.
Amala Dianor visit
partners:

Trimukhi Platform | Alliance Française du Bengale | Institut
Française, Delhi
our role: Presenters and Co-Producers
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Amala is a dancer of Senegalese origin based in Angers, France
whose work explores intersections between hip hop, neoclassical,
contemporary and afro-contemporary dance. This visit will comprise a
residency with Trimukhi Platform in the tribal village of Borotolpada in
Medinipur, and a series of performances, workshops and interactions in
Calcutta.

Home for Dance 2021

Passing Through in partnership with Artsforward, Photograph by: Kritika Dey, December 2020

PF Season 3 - Take the City
2021 should have been the year for Pickle Factory Season 3. We now plan
a version for early 2023 in an uncertain landscape: funding, partnerships,
travel, live audiences, safe access to spaces are all tenuous at best.
Planning is three pronged:
- What would we do in a normal year
- What can we do if the city is still in a semi-restriction phase.
- What we propose to do if we are still in full lockdown.
Season 3 is about re-imagining a spectrum of iconic Calcutta city spaces
and vistas as homes for the arts. What could our city look like with
arts opportunities popping up in unexpected corners? What flights of
imagination, conversation, visual collision, connection and unexpected
stimulation may that provoke? Incorporating many of our ongoing
international partnerships, and bringing in a range of local and national
participation, Season 3 would be about the re-discovery of a city after 2
years spent furtive and dormant. In our plan-making we are cautiously
optimistic that we may indeed be able to physically, emotionally and
viscerally Take The City.
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And, if physical meeting is still not available to us then Season 3 will be
about imagining what can be. Imagining places of collective gathering
and consciousness. Imagining city spaces open to all, where live arts
exchange is a point of meeting and community making. Offline or online
we would continue to ask ‘How could the arts Take The City?’

Passing Through in partnership with ArtsForward, Photographs by: Kritika Dey, December 2020

In Addition
Given that the pandemic has forced less programming opportunities
than usual, in addition to executing the plans outlined here as is safely
feasible, Pickle Factory Dance Foundation is choosing to use this time to
reflect on and refine the following:
• Relooking at our website and social media communication
• Conducting stakeholder interviews to touch base with what Pickle
Factory work may mean to our audiences, funders and partners
• Continuing last year’s work inviting experts in various fields to
challenge us with questions and suggestions on financial strategy
(with Nirupa Umapathy) and PR strategy (with Shonali Ghosh)
• Putting together an advisory committee to take us into the future

Our extended and
extensive family
2020-21

Gem Cinema audience

artists presented in performance

1.
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Agnisha Basak

24. Nadia Milford

2. Amitabh Srivastava

25. Paramita Saha

3. Angira Chakravorty Dasgupta

26. Poushali Chatterjee

4. Ankita Duttagupta

27. Priya Roy

5. Annalouise Paul

28. Priyadarshini Ghosh Shome

6. Annette Leday

29. Puneet Jewandah

7. Anurupa Roy

30. Reema Mukherjee

8. Arunima Gupta

31. Rittick Bhattacharya

9. Arupa Lahiri

32. Roja Kannan

10. Astha Gulati

33. Samila Bhattacharya

11. Atulan Purohit

34. Sandra Babli

12. Avishek Mitra

35. Shashwati Gharai Ghosh

13. Bipsha Das

36. Shruti Ghosh

14. Christine Devaney

37. Siri Wigdel

15. Darshana Borkotoky

38. Siswanto ‘Kojack’ Kodrata

16. David Carberry

39. Souvik Chakraborty

17. Dipika Pandey

40. Srestha Das Choudhury

18. Gargi Roy Chowdhuri

41. Sujay Saple

19. Gede Juliantara

42. Sumedha Bhattacharyya

20. Jim Wong

43. Surjit Nongmeikapam

21. Kankana Singh

44. Tanisha Bhadury

22. Meghna Bhardwaj

45. Tithi Das

23. Moumita Das

46. Vihanga Rukshan

panelists and discussants

23. Nishit Arora

1.

24. Nusrat Chowdhury

Agata Siniarska

2. Ahmed Soura

25. Pamela Lopez

3. Aishika Chakraborty

26. Paramita Saha

4. Anubha Fatehpuria

27. Paromita Chakravarti

5. Bimbavati Devi

28. Polly Guha

6. Bishakha Datta

29. Poorna Swami

7. Dakxin Chhara

30. Priti Patel

8. Daminee Basu

31. Priyadarshini Ghosh Shome

9. Debarima Chakraborty

32. Ranjana Dave

10. Debaroti Chakraborty

33. Ratna Pathak Shah

11. Debashree Bhattacharya

34. Sameera Iyengar

12. Firenza Guidi

35. Samik Bandyopadhyay

13. Jhuma Basak

36. Shashwati Garai Ghosh

14. Joshua Pether

37. Shilpika Bordoloi

15. Kaberi Sen

38. Shona McCarthy

16. Kankana Singh

39. Sohini Debnath

17. Kapila Venu

40. Sourami Mukherjee

18. Malavika Banerjee

41. Sudhanva Deshpande

19. Mandeep Raikhy

42. Sunil Shanbag

20. Meghdut RoyChoudhury

43. Tanusree Shankar

21. Nachiket Mor

44. Vandana Alase Hazra

22. Nina Tecklenburg

45. Vinay Sharma

Garage Night February 2020
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community respondents

curators and facilitators

1.

1.

Ananda Lal

Christophe Knoch

2. Anita Ratnam

2. Kathakali Jana

3. Anjum Katyal

3. Nandita Palchoudhuri

4. Askari Naqvi

4. Sharvari Sastry

5. Bong Eats (Insiya Poonawala

5. Sumona Chakravorty

& Saptarshi Chakraborty)

6. Vikram Iyengar

6. Chandrika Grover
7. Cindy Cibilisky
8. Collette Brennan

producing and

9. Dave Gough

presenting partners

10. Dhruv Bhalla
11. Diya Katyal
12. Ellada Avengelou
13. Gauri Sharma Tripathi
14. Gulan Kripalani
15. Iftekhar Ahsan

1.

Alliance Française du Bengal

2. Artsforward
3. Australian Consulate
General, Kolkata
4. Ghare Baire, Currency Building,
Kolkata, DAG

16. Kenneth Uphoho

5. Goethe Institut / Max Mueller
Bhavan, Kolkata

17. Lynn Fu

6. Goethe-Institut Bangladesh

18. Mukul Agarwal

7. Kolkata Centre for Creativity

19. Neel Chaudhuri

8. Offbeat CCU

20. Nicky Chandam

9. Ranan

21. Nilanjana Gupta

10. Wales Arts International, UK

22. Nirupa Umapathy
23. Paramita Saha
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24. Ramanjit Kaur

outreach partners

25. Rashmi Dabriwal

1.

26. Rashmi Dhanwani

2. Byloom Canteen

27. Saira Shah Halim

3. CUSP

28. Sanchayita Bhattacharjee

4. Godrej India Culture Lab

29. Sanjoy Ganguly

5. Ranan

30. Soshana Polanco

6. SADAC

31. Sujoy Prasad Chatterjee

7. Sienna Store & Café

32. Sumona Chakravarty

8. Sutradhar India

33. Tisa Ho

9. Tata Steel Kolkata Literary Meet

34. Titas Dutta

10. The Creative Arts

35. Virkein Dhar

11. WICCI

Arts and Culture Resources India

countries represented

the pickle factory core team

1.

1.

Argentina

Dana Roy

2. Australia

2. Jayati Chakraborty

3. Bangladesh

3. Kritika Dey

4. Burkina Faso

4. Kunal Chakraborty

5. Chile

5. Vikram Iyengar

6. China
7. Cyprus
8. France

pickle factory project associates

9. Germany

1.

10. Hong Kong

2. Rebecca Johns

11. India

3. Sangram Mukhopadhyay

12. Indonesia

4. Sohini Banerjee

13. Italy

5. Srestha Das Choudhury

Aopala Banerjee

14. Korea
15. Mexico
16. Nigeria
17. Poland
18. Scotland
19. United States of America
20. Wales

Passing Through in partnership with ArtsForward, Photographs by: Kritika Dey, December 2020

pickle factory annual report 2021 team
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design:

Sukanya Ghosh
text: Kritika Dey, Dana Roy, Vikram Iyengar
collation of material: Kunal Chakraborty
proofs & edits: Teesta Brahma

Legal and Financial

company details

Pickle Factory Dance Foundation, Calcutta is a not-for-profit company
registered under Section 8 of The Companies Act, 2013. The company
was incorporated on 12 July 2017. The company directors are Vikram
Iyengar and Ruchira Das.

financial report

Financial Highlights
Our financial performance for the year under review
Particulars

Year ended 31
Year ended 31
March 2019
March 2020
(amount in Rupees) (amount in Rupees)

Turnover

19,66,110

3,53,798

Profit / (Loss) before tax

2,29,739

(10,719)

Less: Taxation

64,568

-

Profit / (Loss) after tax

1,65,171

(10,719)

Earnings / (Loss) per share 16.52
(in Rupees)

registered office

Flat 105, 8 Sultan Alam Road
Calcutta 700033, India
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contact

www.picklefactory.in
contact.picklefactory@gmail.com
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www.picklefactory.in
Follow us on
Facebook /picklefactoryindia
Instagram @picklefactoryindia
Twitter @picklefactoryin
email

contact.picklefactory@gmail.com

